Security Bulletin
Vehicle, Property, & Personal Searches

In order to maintain a safe and secure work environment, all personnel entering Detroit Marathon Property including the DHOUP Construction Site and associated owned and leased properties (aka: refinery property) are subject to searches. The Site Security Force performs three types of random searches; vehicle, property and personal. The frequency and type of search are based upon the security level set by the Department of Homeland Security and the Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standard risk based performance standard #3 which states, “the facility must have a system that reliably deters the unauthorized introduction of dangerous substances to the facility through the inspections of individuals”.

Without limitation, Marathon Petroleum reserves the right to conduct unannounced searches including, personal effects, lockers, baggage, desks, lunch boxes, containers, purses, brief cases, billfolds, packages and vehicles which are located on refinery property. A PERSONAL SEARCH is when an individual is requested to empty items from their pockets into a container for further inspection.

Entry onto refinery property constitutes consent to vehicle, property or personal search. The company search policy can be found on the back of the Lenel badge, signage throughout the facility, and on the company website.

Any person refusing to submit to a requested search will be removed permanently from the facility.

Represented employees may request a Union Steward prior to a PERSONAL SEARCH but entry or exit may be denied until the search has been completed.

Post date 03/18/10 Safety and Security are top priorities at the Detroit Marathon Refinery. If you have questions, please contact security @ ext 6229, and/or 400-6696.